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Partnering scenarios
are the way forward
As we mentioned in the previous edition, we are currently experiencing the so-called 4th
Industrial Revolution – one in which Big Data, the Internet of Things and many new technologies
and platforms are unleashing countless opportunities. Navigating this complex environment
makes new demands; on our business and our people. It requires new strategies, to remain
abreast of developments, to be relevant to our clients and to secure our future.
Although Moore’s Law (which observes that the number of transistors on an integrated circuit
doubles approximately every two years) appears to be slowing, there is no question that our
creation of, and thirst for data is unquenchable. Data is the new currency. Data centers now
generate more CO2 than the aviation industry, and there is a strong focus developing around
sustainability.
Green to reduce carbon footprint

Our partnering with start-ups to further ‘green’ the data center sector has recently led to a MoU
with Asperitas. Their innovative Immersed Computing® approach uses total liquid cooling
instead of air cooling, consequently halving the total energy footprint of a data center. (page 7).
Our ability to set up these kinds of strategic alliances is based on the knowledge we garner from
market intelligence and our connections with experts in the field (page 5). In other sectors too,
our developing market intelligence strategy has proven to be successful, leading to new
multi-stakeholder knowledge platforms in markets such as Chemicals and Foods (page 17).
However, sustainability issues are not limited to data centers. We are experiencing a steady
increase in the level of green building certification in many of our operational areas. The overall
trend is an increasing uptake in green certification as clients and investors become aware of
the impacts on Return On Investment and Total Cost of Ownership, as well as on their
environmental credentials (page 14).
Experts connecting

Sharing our know-how and interfacing with experts leads to fruitful interactions. The FME - the
largest employers’ organization in the Dutch technology sector - organized an expert session on
new financial and business models for reducing energy consumption (page 18). Partnering
scenarios, whereby knowledge sharing amongst diverse groups of stakeholders helps us to
develop multi-faceted solutions, are definitely the way forward and we grab these opportunities
with both hands.
New markets continue to emerge in new countries, as evidenced by the recent project we
carried out for Qaiwan, in Iraq (page 9) and the first Cradle to Cradle certifications we awarded
in Lithuania (page 13). The future is bright, in many ways!
Enjoy your read.

Niels van Rhenen
CEO Tebodin B.V.
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Mai Dubai's new bottling facility in Yalayis.

Mai Dubai’s water bottling expansion
OWNED BY DUBAI ELECTRICITY AND WATER AUTHORITY (DEWA), WATER BOTTLING COMPANY MAI DUBAI LLC
HAS BEEN PRODUCING BOTTLED WATER SINCE MARCH 2014 SO SUCCESSFULLY, IT HAS AWARDED TEBODIN
THE PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND COORDINATION FOR THE EXPANSION OF THEIR WATER BOTTLING FACILITY.
In April 2017, the ground-breaking event
took place, in attendance of HE Saeed
Mohammed Al Tayer, MD & CEO of
Dubai Electricity and Water Authority.
The project is the first of its kind for the
bottled water industry in the region, and
consists of two phases that will be
completed by mid-2018. The new
bottling factory will be built on a site
over 213,000 m2 with a built area of up
to 60,000 m2 at Yalayis in Dubai. It more
than doubles the current production
capacity of Mai Dubai, and will improve
efficiency through fully-automated
warehouses for finished goods and raw
Mai Dubai’s water is made by using a
multistage process which includes receiving of
high quality desalinated water followed by
multiple stages of filtration, sterilization, a
double phase RO system and demineralization.
The result is a high quality low sodium water
with a balanced healthy minerals.

material. The project will also include a
1km-long monorail to transport goods,
one of the longest ever built in the
region and in the industry.
Latest technologies in the field

HE Saeed Mohammed Al Tayer: ‘Only
three years since its launch Mai Dubai
has become a very popular brand and
one of the leading bottled drinking
water companies in the UAE. The
project will allow us to raise the level
of competition in the bottled water
industry, locally and globally, by
implementing best practices and the
latest technologies in this field.’
Innovative solutions

‘Our team is excited about our new
facility. We will get new equipment for
the factory, as we believe this will be a
key to our ongoing competitiveness and

pursuit of innovative solutions,’ said
Mr. Jay Andres, CEO of Mai Dubai.
The factory produces low-sodium
water with a balanced blend of
minerals bottled in small and mediumsize bottles and five-gallon bottles. To
date, Mai Dubai has exported its
products to several countries in Asia,
Africa, Europe and the GCC (Gulf
Cooperation Council) countries.
Tebodin’s role

This PMC project includes overall
project management and coordination
of various stakeholders including
contractors, design consultants and
equipment suppliers. The team will also
issue technical recommendations on
MEP (mechanical, electrical and
plumbing) and design, and tendering
assistance for parts of the package.

i Maxim Stovpnik, Country Director Industrial Buildings UAE, maxim.stovpnik@tebodin.com, +971 4 567 27 27
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Data centers ‘old school’ in
servicing innovative industries
INSTITUTIONS AND BUSINESS REQUIRE EVER MORE PROCESSING POWER AND STORAGE SPACE DUE
TO LEGISLATION REQUESTING LONGER DATA STORAGE AND THE FAST-GROWING NUMBERS IN CLOUD
COMPUTING. THE BUSINESS WILL THEREFORE GROW EXPONENTIALLY OVER THE COMING DECADES.
INDEPENDENT DATA CENTER EXPERT ROBERT HOGELING GIVES HIS VIEW ON WHAT THEIR FUTURE
WILL LOOK LIKE.
For the biggest players - Microsoft, Google, Facebook – their
lifeblood is rapid processing power and data storage, while
critical systems are secured. They spread their risk by building
own data centers at multiple locations, and they will continue
to do so, at increasing speed.
Peace of mind blocks innovation

‘For a sector that thrives on the rapid innovations of the fourth
industrial revolution, it is quite paradoxical that their systems
are based on ‘old school’ technology. Data centers sell peace
of mind, with service level agreements offering customers up
to 99.99% reliability. So they keep relying on diesel generators
as back up to supply uninterruptible power. Even though far
more environmentally friendly solutions have proven to be a
good alternative’, says Robert Hogeling.
‘The biggest change I’ve seen in my 16 years in the business
is the introduction of air cooling systems. Once it proved
possible to reduce the client’s energy costs significantly,
data centers switched. But that is not likely to happen soon
in power supply’.

Frontrunning: Google data center in Groningen (NL) operates on wind energy.

data, price differences between wholesale and retail are
vanishing.’
Innovations

When it comes to innovation Robert sees a significant role
for universities and governments. ‘They create room for
experimenting in a small part of their capacity. It’s in the
Growing data volume lowers thresholds
niches that new technologies can gain ground, although most
of them are not likely to quickly make it to the main market’.
Besides the data center giants, most organizations hire
A niche development is ‘Edge’, seeing small-scale providers
capacity in one or two data centers. Banks and tech
establishing data centers on the edge of residential
companies that need in excess of 500 KW capacity generally
concentrations to meet consumer demand for streaming.
use wholesale data centers, whereas retail data centers cater Robert believes that the greatest challenges lie ahead for
to smaller players who keep costs down by sharing the
regional data centers built around 2000. ‘With an average
overhead. Robert: ‘Wholesale data centers saw the biggest
depreciation term of 20 years, they face the choice of major
growth over the past years, offering data storage at a much
overhaul or being overtaken by bigger players’, concludes
lower price than the retail ones. Now, with growing volumes in Robert Hogeling.

The biggest change
I’ve seen in my
16 years in the
business is the
introduction of air
cooling systems.

Robert Hogeling is an independent
data center consultant for a
number of large Dutch and
international investment parties.
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DataHubVerne
has it all
LOCATION AND COST ARE KEY FACTORS FOR THE COMMERCIAL
SUCCESS OF DATA CENTERS. AN INDUSTRIAL ZONE CLOSE TO
PRAGUE AND THE GERMAN BORDER, AND CZECH’S LARGEST
POWER STATION, TICKED ALL THE BOXES FOR THE INVESTORS
IN DATAHUBVERNE.
With construction due to start in
October 2017, a Tebodin consulting team
combining best practice from the Czech
Republic and Poland is working hard on
the EPCm contract. DataHubVerne will
be a brand new data center built on 4 ha
of an industrial zone, 90 km from Prague.
The location and low power costs make
the site ideal for a data center hub.
Close to the German border, there’s
potential to attract businesses from
a wide geographic range. And it’s only
2 km away from one of the largest power
stations in the Czech Republic, the ČEZ
Prunéřov power plant.
Close to ideal

CEO of DataHubVerne, Mr. John Stotter
explains their choice: ‘Our direct
connection to the power plant offers
security of supply and one of the lowest
electricity prices in Europe. We have

150MW available solely for the site. This
ideal connection to the power network
is mirrored with excellent data
connectivity providing speed of 2.5 ms to
Prague NIX exchange and 8 ms to
Frankfurt.’ Power usage effectiveness
will be 1.2, very close to the ideal of 1.0,
partly due to the adiabatic cooling
system.
Vapor technology

‘DataHubVerne will be the first data
center in Central Europe to deploy the
world’s first energy efficient rack for
dense compute workloads, providing a
most efficient data center, that uses
patented Vapor Chamber technology’,
says Stotter. ‘This is a self-contained,
patented circular enclosure system for
servers, designed to house equipment in
a high-density way. Although it’s a new
concept, this open compute technology

Part of the DataHubVerne/Tebodin project team (Mr. John Stotter is
second from right).

does allow for use of classic data
racks, with capacity up to 25 kW per
data rack.’
The company asked Tebodin for
support at the feasibility stage, based
on past experience on other
industrial and data center projects in
Central Europe, and has retained us
for EPCm. Project Manager Jan
Vedral is leading the team. ‘We are
working on a 3D BIM design process
and finalizing structures resistant to
tornadoes. Our colleagues in Poland
have substantial experience with
data center preparation, so it’s been
great to exchange best practices on
innovation.’ This also resulted in
environmentally friendly solutions,
e.g. for efficient cooling. The data
center uses rain water without the
use of phosphates for water
softening and recirculates it.

i Pavel Celunda, Country Director Czech Republic, pavel.celunda@tebodin.com, +420 466 053 620
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Immersed Computing® helps
green the data center industry
DATA CENTERS WERE RESPONSIBLE FOR 3% OF GLOBAL ELECTRICITY
CONSUMPTION AND 2% OF GLOBAL CO2 EMISSIONS IN 2016. AND THEY
RELEASED ENOUGH HEAT INTO THE ATMOSPHERE TO HEAT MORE THAN
50 MILLION HOUSEHOLDS. WHAT IF WE COULD REUSE ALL THIS WASTE
HEAT AND REDUCE THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF THIS INDUSTRY?
Since 2014, Dutch cleantech company
Asperitas, has been working to answer
that question. Recognized and
supported by the Netherlands
Enterprise Agency as a promising new
cleantech company, Asperitas focuses
on greening the datacenter industry
through a new technology: Immersed
Computing®. This innovation uses total
liquid cooling instead of air cooling and
thereby halves the total energy
footprint for a datacenter.
Natural convection

The Immersed Computing® technology
is used in their product the ‘Asperitas
AIC24’: a closed system and the first
water-cooled oil-immersion system
which relies on natural convection of
the liquid. This technology uses

specially designed water chilled
convection drives® with the option to
reuse almost all of the energy in the
form of warm water. The solution can
be chilled with water up to a
temperature of 40°C, resulting in a
fully self-contained, plug and play
modular system. The AIC24 needs far
less infrastructure than any other
liquid installation and regular air
chilled data centers, saving energy
costs on all levels of data center
operations. What’s unique and
groundbreaking about Immersed
Computing® is the circulation of the
liquid. The hardware is immersed in
oil, which heats up and starts to
circulate across the cooling heat
exchanger. No pump is needed, since
the system works on natural
convection.

Rolf Brink, CEO of Aperitas

Quantifiable benefits

Rolf Brink, CEO of Asperitas, lists some
of the quantifiable benefits: ‘In many
situations, Immersed Computing® can
save more than 50% of the total energy
footprint for data centers. Immersion
can reduce this footprint alone by
10-45% due to the lack of fans. Cooling
installations can achieve up to 95%
energy reduction. The limited
infrastructure requirements of
Immersed Computing® open up
possibilities for new solutions within
rural areas, or urban edge computing.
They also make applications possible in
regions with warmer climates where
cooling can be challenging’, adds Brink.
Business opportunities

Tebodin is partnering with Asperitas to
deliver an integrated sustainable
concept for data centers, including
Immersed Computing®. ‘We launched
our sustainable concept at London
Cloud Expo in March and are currently
working together on concrete business
opportunities,’ says Nico Pleeging of
Tebodin.
Leon Lips, Sales Director and Business Development at Asperitas (left) and Nico Pleeging of Tebodin.

i Lou Dost, Region Director West, the Netherlands, l.dost@tebodin.com, +31 88 996 71 24
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Close to the client in Romania
TEBODIN IS THE PREFERRED
ENGINEER FOR STRATUM
ENERGY, A USA-BASED
EXPLORATION AND
PRODUCTION COMPANY,
ACTIVE IN ROMANIA. STRATUM
ENERGY STARTED OIL AND GAS
PRODUCTION IN SEPTEMBER
2014 FROM THE PODURI FIELD
IN ITS MOINESTI CONCESSION.
TEBODIN’S PROJECT MANAGER
FLORENTIN STAN AND HIS
TEAM ARE CURRENTLY
WORKING CLOSELY WITH THE
STRATUM PROJECT TEAM ON A
NUMBER OF PROJECTS.
Stratum’s plant in Poduri gas field.
Stratum Energy is a privately held
exploration and production company in
oil & gas, striving for ‘unconventional
thinking’ and ‘superior technical
knowledge’ as their website mentions.

engineering team to a highly flexible
‘consultancy’ team, catering for design
projects as well as supporting the client
for any queries, whether it’s as-building,
a safety study, or permitting services’,
Jorg continues.

How do we fit in this picture?
HAZOP study

Jorg Gerritsen, Tebodin’s Division
Director Oil & Gas, Chemicals in
Romania: ‘We have been working
extensively for the national oil company
OMV Petrom in Romania for years,
tailoring the working procedures to the
stringent requirements of big oil
companies. Since the downfall of the
investments in the oil industry in 2015,
we have been diversifying into other
markets (chemicals & food), while
retaining the knowledge of the oil
industry by working for privately owned
exploration and production companies.
These companies require however a
completely different project approach
as they are less bureaucratic and
require flexible, solution-driven
engineering’.
‘Specifically for this client, we have
adapted the way of working from a
streamlined multi-project detail design

For the Poduri Gas Plant facilities,
Mr. Dennis Beasley, Stratum’s Field
Manager in Romania, required a HAZOP
to ensure that the plant complied with
the industry requirements. ‘We knew
that Tebodin had the expertise to help
us inventorize the actions needed to get
the facilities up to our safety standards.
They brought in HAZOP expert from the

Jorg Gerritsen

Netherlands to chair the audit at
the plant. So we got the benefit of
experience with other clients tailored
to our situation in the field.’
Currently, we are working on a number
of detailed design and permitting
projects for Stratum within the
framework agreement. Florentin Stan:
‘There’s a lot to do and many
challenges ahead. Given the scope of
these projects, the team in Romania
can’t always provide the services the
client needs. We solve this by bringing
in colleagues from our network
worldwide, so we draw on experience
from other clients while staying close
to our client in the field.’

Florentin Stan

i Ivo Rousar, Country Director Romania, ivo.rousar@tebodin.com, +40 21 311 71 86

DennisBeasley, Stratum Energy
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Premier petrol service
stations for Iraq
SINCE THE IRAQ WAR ENDED IN 2011, THE 38 MILLION PEOPLE COUNTRY IS RAPIDLY
DEVELOPING IN MANY AREAS, AMONG WHICH ITS INFRASTRUCTURE. QAIWAN GROUP, A
LEADING CONGLOMERATE IN IRAQ WITH KEY INTERESTS IN REFINING, POWER GENERATION
AND REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENTS, PLANS TO ROLL OUT A MODERN PETROL STATION
NETWORK IN OTHER PARTS OF THE COUNTRY.
Qaiwan Group, industry leader in the
Northern part of Iraq - Kurdistan - owns
the Bazian refinery in the northern part
of the country and operates several
petrol stations in that area. Its retail
department is now planning to expand
it’s network to other parts of Iraq,
designed with latest technology and
environmentally friendly systems.
International standards

Tebodin developed a concept design
with various options for these petrol
service stations. ‘The challenge was to

establish the correct requirements for
each station type as the plot sizes and
station parameters were undefined. In
order to generate a design basis, we
rolled out queries, defined performance
and physical parameters, and applied
modelling techniques for the selection
of layouts and variety in options’,
explains Tebodin’s Project Director
Darek Szymonik. Qaiwan’s Executive
Director Mr. Rowan Jamal adds: ‘The
conceptual design will follow local and
international standards as a reference
for our operating model’. This project is
part of the framework agreement
Tebodin and Qaiwan signed in 2012.
Previously Tebodin performed detailed
design projects for the Bazian refinery.

strong focus on environmental friendly
solutions, so we proposed a modular
water recycling unit to conserve car
wash water by recycling and reusing
the water for car washing. This is
expected to save about 40 to 50% of the
required water. A solar photovoltaic
system, as an alternative (renewable)
energy source, is proposed to use
on-grid. All available roof areas will be
used for solar panels. This is expected
to generate 30 to 40% of the total
electrical consumption. Last but not
least, the design is carried out using
BIM technology (Building Information
Modelling) for easy development of
different options and to have a final 3D
walkthrough product available for
presentations’.

Country’s first premier facilities

Darek Szymonik

New technology and sustainable
solutions will be implemented in this
project. A vapour recovery system is
suggested for the gasoline dispensers
to help save a significant amount
gasoline per day. Darek: ‘Qaiwan has a

‘The project is envisioned to be the first
modern category of petrol stations in
Iraq offering premier, environmentally
friendly facilities to the customer’,
concludes Mr. Jamal.

i Maxim Stovpnik, Country Director Industrial Buildings UAE, maxim.stovpnik@tebodin.com, +971 456 72 700
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Road signage design for A16 Rotterdam Noord.

RWS headoffice in Utrecht.
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THE GOVERNMENT AGENCY RESPONSIBLE FOR THE NETHERLANDS’ MAIN ROAD AND
WATERWAY NETWORKS, RIJKSWATERSTAAT, HAS AWARDED TEBODIN A THREE-YEAR
FRAMEWORK CONTRACT FOR ENGINEERING ACTIVITIES.

Engineering shortlist
Rijkswaterstaat
The framework contract
follows on 11 years of
successful collaboration with
Rijkswaterstaat (RWS) on the
design and project support of
road signage for the Dutch
highway network. Transport
and logistics are key sectors
in the Dutch economy, and
therefore mobility and
accessibility of the network
are major priorities.
Tightly woven network

With the contract awarded in
December 2016, Tebodin is
now one of 12 engineering

companies that have been
pre-selected for RWS
contracts for the coming
three years, with a 1 year
extra-option. RWS and its
engineering contractors
have their work cut out: in a
country measuring
approximately 41,500 km2,
the highway network
stands at over 3,000 km of
road, with almost 1,500 km
of access, exit and
connecting roads, some
3,000 viaducts and
ecoducts, over 700 bridges
and 22 tunnels. No RWS
project is ever simple and

In the past, Tebodin was involved in a few eyecatching
RWS projects. These included the development of road
signage strategies for e.g. the construction of the second
Coen tunnel, decongesting the Amsterdam metropolitan
area, and the MaVa project on Southern Ring way in
Rotterdam. In the latter, the main stakeholder was the
Port of Rotterdam with all of the port’s road traffic.
Recently, the complex A2 tunnel project was concluded –
the high way now runs through a double-layered tunnel
beneath the city of Maastricht, the first in the Netherlands.

instance the Middle East.
Within the first few months,
we have already entered
negotiations for several
projects where we can make
a difference’, says Jeroen
Baars, Tebodin’s Contract
Manager on the partnership.
Jeroen Baars

straightforward. They all
need an integrated
multidisciplinary approach,
including stakeholder
management and systems
engineering methodology.
Fresh approach

In the past, Tebodin
performed successfully on
various infrastructural
projects abroad, which also
lead to RWS’ preferred
suppliership. ‘Besides our
national expertise, we bring
in a broad portfolio of Infra
projects we executed in for

i Lou Dost, Region Director West, the Netherlands, l.dost@tebodin.com, +31 88 996 71 24

‘Our expertise focuses on
object control and data
management, signage and
mobility, (integration in) civil
constructions, sustainable
design and operations, and
our expertise in underground
cables and pipes. Working
this closely with a public
client offers the perfect
opportunity to do something
our engineers are really good
at: combining knowledge from
different sectors and bringing
a fresh approach to complex
challenges’, according to
Jeroen Baars.
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Dynamic simulations:
better process control
DYNAMIC SIMULATIONS ARE VASTLY IMPROVING THE UNDERSTANDING AND MANAGEABILITY
OF INDUSTRIAL PROCESSES. THE DESIGN TOOL IS QUICKLY GAINING RECOGNITION IN OIL & GAS
APPLICATIONS, BUT IS EQUALLY VALUABLE IN ANY OTHER PROCESS INDUSTRY
Relevant for other
industries

Srinivasan Mahalingam

An offshore platform that
experienced frequent trips of
a certain part, resulting in
entire plant shutdowns, we
performed dynamic
simulations of the entire
facility - from wells to the
onshore receipt station. ‘This
enabled us to recommend
modifications to the control
system and its parameters.
As a result, shutdowns of the
kind that occurred before are
now avoided as the control
system very quickly responds
by changing to a different
mode, while also shutting
down the specific flows
related to the original trigger

trip’, adds Srini. ‘These cases
were great opportunities to
apply our expertise for oil &
gas clients, but it’s just as
relevant in chemical plants or
power plants. Looking at the
developments in the wider
field, we’re seeing a lot of
interest from the paper and
pulp industry, where the
focus is also on the impact of
solids in fluids.’

‘Any process design can
benefit from dynamic
New and existing
simulations,’ says Srini
installations
Mahalingam, Country
Director Oil & Gas, Chemicals
The projects clearly
and Consultancy at Tebodin
demonstrate the value of
in the Middle East. ‘These
dynamic simulations in both
simulations are a very
new and existing facilities.
powerful tool in creating a
They make it possible to
detailed understanding of the
fine-tune control systems so
behaviors of product flows
(including multiphase flows),
equipment and entire control Simplified process diagram of dynamic simulation.
systems.’

that they behave in a healthy
way with minimum plant trips
or other undesirable events.
As processes become
smoother and more reliable,
production can be ramped up.
Additionally, dynamic
simulation models are the
perfect training material for
operator education.
Srini Mahalingam: ‘The tools to
create dynamic simulations are
relatively new in the market,
but the obvious benefits were
quick to attract client interest.
Combined with our specialist
knowledge, the tools make it
possible to resolve many
operational problems that were
previously difficult to predict or
analyze.’

Avoiding unexpected
shutdowns

This was recently
demonstrated in a project to
design an oil gathering and
degassing station, where
production fluid from several
different oil wells is
transported through a range
of multi-selector manifolds
and multiphase flow meters.
Srini: ‘With the help of
dynamic simulations, we
analyzed the station’s
product, equipment and
system behaviors in several
critical situations such as
changeovers of pumps and
unexpected shutdown.’

i Srinivasan Mahalingam, Country Director Oil & Gas, Chemicals and Consultancy UAE, srini.mahalingam@tebodin.com, +971 2 406 64 30
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First Lithuanian companies
C2C certified
CRADLE TO CRADLE CERTIFICATION™ (C2C) IS SPREADING THE
WORLD AT A STEADY GROWING PACE. IN MAY 2017, LITHUANIAN
WATER BOTTLING COMPANIES UAB BIRSTONO MINERALINIAI
VANDENYS AND UAB AKVAVITA RECEIVED A C2C BASIC CERTIFICATE,
MAKING THEM THE FIRST IN LITHUANIA.
Stimulated by government’s subsidies the two companies contacted Tebodin to
assess their water bottles and production process. ’It is a first big step in becoming
of
more conscious of our environmental footprint’, says Ms. Lina
Birstono Mineraliniai Vandenys.
Back to the roots

Ever since William McDonough and Dr. Michael
Braungart published their Cradle to Cradle:
Remaking the Way We Make Things, the Upcycle
- a study on materials as biological or technical
nutrients, their use periods and their evolution- they
created a framework for quality assessment and
innovation: the C2C Certified™ Products Program of
the C2C Products Innovation Institute.
400 certifications and counting

The C2C Certified™ Product Standard guides designers and manufacturers
through a continual improvement process that looks at a product through five
quality categories: material health, material reutilization, renewable energy and
carbon management, water stewardship and social fairness. Today, almost 400
certificates - from Basic to Platinum - have been issued worldwide, all listed on the
institute’s website. Product assessments are performed by qualified independent
organizations trained by the Institute. Tebodin has been a certified assessor since
2013.
Assessing the water bottling companies

One of the Tebodin consultants involved in the certification is Stefanie Broux:
’Birstono Mineraliniai Vandenys wanted a Basic C2C certification for their glass
water bottles and Akvavita for their PET bottles. Both companies had to provide us
with the product - to test it on toxicological materials - and all relevant data on the
production process, focused on the use of renewable energy, water usage, and
adds: ‘We aim at making natural mineral water
social fairness’. Ms.
of the same quality as used by our ancestors, when they were drawing it from the
source. C2C certification will definitely help us in doing so’.
Mariska van Dalen is Tebodin’s accredited C2C assessor: ‘As C2C is all new in
Lithuania, both companies needed some extra help in getting all the required
information. We were more than happy to be of assistance – these companies help
pave the way to a world in which C2C becomes the standard’.

i Geoffrey van Elderen, Director Consultancy for North West Europe, g.vanelderen@tebodin.com, +31 88 996 80 90
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Developments in Green Building

Perception and insights key
to uptake of building green
MANY CLIENTS NOWADAYS SEE ‘GREEN’ ACCREDITATION AS A KEY SUSTAINABILITY GOAL FOR THEIR
INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL PROPERTY AND ALSO A VALID WAY TO DISPLAY THEIR CORPORATE SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY CREDENTIALS AND THEIR PREPAREDNESS FOR THE FUTURE. HOWEVER, BARRIERS TO
UPTAKE ARE PERCEIVED EXTRA COSTS, LACK OF KNOWLEDGE, AND STILL WEAK ENVIRONMENTAL FOCUS.
CERTIFICATION COUNCILS ARE OPTIMISTIC.
‘Europe has been a leader of the green building market for a
long time and we are continuing to see tremendous interest
and support for LEED in the region,’ stated Mahesh
Ramanujam, president and CEO of LEED’s Green Building
Council Institute in April 2017. According to their study*, over
60% of respondents anticipate that their projects will be
green by 2018, expecting over a five-year period 14%
operational savings for new green buildings and 13% for
existing buildings. BREEAM has 2.263,357 registered
buildings worldwide since their foundation in the ’90 and an
80% market share in Europe. They introduced labels like
BREEAM-in-use for existing property to drive sustainable
improvements through operational efficiency.

demand for sustainability is still behind, however major
logistics parks are usually BREEAM certified. In Poland,
states that every second building that
Stefania
is being built is certified ‘green’ to some degree, often
instigated by foreign investors. For Russia and Ukraine, green
designed or completed projects are still very limited and such
certification is considered innovative and expensive
benchmark. However, developers of commercial and logistic
property are looking for opportunities to incorporate resource
efficiency and alternative energy solutions, often with the
support of international finance institutions such as EBRD,
sees Oksana Cherinko.
Legislation and incentives

How about the ‘green’ status in our clients’ markets? At a
recently held round-table Tebodin’s international Green
Building experts discussed regional trends, challenges and
opportunities in the regions where we are active.
Regional developments

In Central Europe we see a steady growth in Green Building.
Tomas Kurka sketches that in Czech Republic, office
developments standardly apply for green certification, with
LEED slightly prevailing. For the industrial/ logistic sector,

Stefania Krzyzankowska

Tomas Kurka

Mariska van Dalen points out that in Western Europe, and
more specifically in the Netherlands, measures such as
government legislation stating that procurement must be
sustainable, combined with financial incentives from banks
and investors encouraging green buildings, act as strong
drivers for the uptake of e.g. BREEAM certification. The U.S.
is by far the most extensive user of LEED with 336 million
gross m2 of certified space. Colleagues notice a focus on
healthy materials, for example Cradle to Cradle certified
products, and wellbeing.

Oksana Cherinko

*2016 Dodge Data & Analytics Smart Market Study on World Green Building Trends.

Mariska van Dalen

Neetika Parmar
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In the GCC countries in the
Middle East, as Srinivasan
Nagarajan and Neetika
Parmar explain, UAE and
Qatar have their own green
building regulatory systems
like Estidama, with LEED as
non-obligatory and
supplemental.
All experts see that many
developers are still concerned
that green features mean
higher design and
construction costs. Moreover,
fear of lost time due to the
certification process,
consequently delaying
occupancy or commissioning,
makes sustainability aspects
less attractive.

Emirates Central Cooling Systems Corporation
(EMPOWER) is going for Gold LEED certification.

LEED Silver certification for the Mondelez
biscuit factory in Opava, Czech Republic.

Clearer insights on ROI

Return of investment (ROI) on
green measures however, can
actually be achieved faster
through energy savings, and
overall wins help to reduce
total cost of ownership (TCO).
A point of view the Green
Building experts all share,
adding that customer
perceptions and insights are
key to successful uptake.
Clearer vision on ROI and TCO
will provide necessary
insights to clients helping
them to make better-informed
decisions. Sharing knowledge

among its expert team to
always be up-to-date on
developments and
opportunities, and regularly

interfacing with clients is
what Tebodin contributes to
building green.

Globalization, increasing urbanization - 70% of people will be living in
urban areas by 2050 - and climate change are driving us to adopt new
sustainability values for resilient outcomes. Resource efficiency is a key
element here and measurable financial savings can be achieved by
constructing to worldwide established standards such as UK originated
BREEAM with 80% European market share and the US Green Building
Council’s LEED.
Some 2.2 million buildings have achieved BREEAM certification since 1990
and more than 2 million m2 of office space is LEED certified each day.
Srinivasan Nagarajan

i Oksana Cherinko, Director Consultancy Central & Eastern Europe, oksana.cherinko@tebodin.com, +380 44 481 21 21

Elayaraja Sivaji, Director Consultancy Middle East, raja.sivaji@tebodin.com, +971 2 406 62 73
Geoffrey van Elderen, Director Consultancy for North West Europe, g.vanelderen@tebodin.com, +31 88 996 80 90
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Attendees of the ADMA-OPCO safety award ceremony.

ADMA-OPCO awards innovative solution
AN INNOVATIVE SOLUTION THAT PREVENTED A POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARD AND LOSS OF
REVENUE EARNED TEBODIN’S ABU DHABI OFFICE AN ACCOLADE FROM CLIENT ADMA-OPCO. THE AWARD
WINNING CASE OCCURRED ON A PROJECT TO CONNECT TWO OFFSHORE PLATFORMS IN THE UMM SHAIF
SUPER COMPLEX.
The Abu Dhabi Marine Operating
Company (ADMA-OPCO), a subsidiary
of the Abu Dhabi National Oil Company
(ADNOC), is a major producer of oil and
gas from Abu Dhabi’s offshore fields
and a pioneer of the industry in this part
of the world with a history dating back
over 50 years. In ADMA-OPCO’s Umm
Shaif super complex, Tebodin was
recently involved in a project to
connect the two platforms with a
three-kilometer subsea pipeline and
related installations.
A solution to attack root cause

During the process a potential problem
came to light: an inadequate flare
knockout drum which could result in
liquid carry over during flaring. If that
happened, incomplete combustion in
the flare tip would result in thick black
smoke during flaring, burning rain and
potential flare tip damage i.e. potential
environmental pollution and asset
damage.

Team Leader Mr. Vikas Naval Rai
Makhija: ‘The obvious solution would
seem to be a replacement of the
inadequate part, but this was
complicated due to space constraints.
Also, it would entail a major financial
cost. After careful root cause analysis
together with the client, it was
proposed to swap the inlet and outlet
nozzles. An analysis of the flow
dynamics confirmed the efficacy of this
solution.’
Commitment
awarded

The innovative solution
inspired ADMA-OPCO
to honor the Tebodin
team with an HSE
Safety Award. Mr.
Hisham Mohamed,
HSE Advisor (projects)
at ADMA-OPCO: ‘With
a surprisingly simple,
innovative and
efficient solution,

Tebodin was able to improve the
process safety through the
engineering approach without
disturbance of the operating facilities
and with minimal cost i.e. achieve safe
design and operation with less hassle.
The award reflects our appreciation
for their innovative approach and their
contribution to operational excellence
while upholding ADMA-OPCO’s
standards in health, safety and care
for the environment.’
Ongoing relationship

Tebodin is proud to receive
this award. The case
described is one in a long line
of projects in the ongoing
relationship with ADMAOPCO. In this project,
Tebodin’s role was that of
Project Management
Consultant (PMC), reviewing
all drawings and documents
prior to client’s approval.

i Srinivasan Mahalingam, Country Director Oil & Gas and Chemicals UAE, srini.mahalingam@tebodin.com, +971 2 406 64 30
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Strategic source of
competitive advantage
‘THE MEASURE OF INTELLIGENCE IS THE ABILITY TO CHANGE’, AS
ALBERT EINSTEIN STATED. ’WE WISH TO BE CONFIDENT AND LONGTERM DRIVEN IN OUR DECISION-MAKING, UTILIZING CLIENT INSIGHT
AND MARKET & BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE PRACTICALLY, BOTH AS
DAILY PRACTICE FOR SUCCESSFUL PROJECT AWARDING AND AS
STRATEGIC APPROACH FOR CONTINUOUS DEVELOPMENT OF OUR
INHOUSE CAPABILITIES.’
‘This way of working has been
initiated for our global pharmaceutical
business over the last four years and,
recently further developed for the
chemical market and currently
initiated for food markets‘ continues
Niek de Koning, Director Global
Pharmaceutical Projects at Tebodin.
‘We are developing from market
research provider, with the focus on
trends for existing services and
locations of our operation, towards
business contributor by translating the
client’s needs into strategic
recommendations for business
decisions based upon innovative
foresights and predictive inquiries out
of the market’.

Internal and external stakeholders

Stakeholders for Tebodin’s market
intelligence (MI) services include both
our clients, as well as various internal
teams and industry specific experts. We
created a MI knowledge platform
accessible for internal community of
decision-makers at various levels as
well as sales and industry experts to
further cascading.
Based on in-house development
priorities we are translating markets
insights into strategic and operational
plans and development of relevant skills
and capabilities by working together
with our local or market teams.
Oksana Cherinko, Head of Consultancy
in Central & Eastern Europe explains:
‘Besides the internal needs we are
serving our clients supporting their
sound decisions with various types of
market assessments, such as market
penetration studies for specific
technologies and verification of
development plans from market
opportunities point of view. Our strength
is in-depth understanding of capital

Oksana Cherinko

Niek de Koning

investment projects cycle and
applicability of our engineering
expertise into such market insights and
conclusions’.
Anticipating on changing markets

Following targeted clients is of utmost
importance to anticipate upon bringing
our added value via targeted
capabilities. Industrial markets are
rapidly changing over last years.
Market Intelligence focus and agility
is continuously required. ‘Our clients
are transforming with significant M&A’s
and strategic cooperations with new
partners, changing geographical
footprints and investment priorities.
We are satisfied MI has demonstrated
added value to develop new business
and partnering both for internal and
external use’, concludes Oksana.

Examples of marktet intelligence studies we perform:
• Market dynamics, trends and outlook in geographical areas and subsectors.
• Definition of above average growing market segments.
• Drivers from/ to allied markets.
• Challenges and development/ adjustment of strategies of market players.
• Capex- and innovative trends.
• Market penetration and potential for specific products and technologies.
• Technology-specific insights and outlooks for non-engineering as well as for
expert groups.
• Assessment of competition to develop advanced position.

i Niek de Koning, Director Global Pharmaceutical Projects, n.dekoning@tebodin.com, +31 88 996 74 27

Oksana Cherinko, Director Consultancy Central & Eastern Europe, oksana.cherinko@tebodin.com, +380 44 481 21 21
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‘Solve the financial bottleneck for
energy efficiency’
DESPITE THE BEST OF INTENTIONS, TARGETS TO SYSTEMATICALLY REDUCE ENERGY CONSUMPTION IN
INDUSTRY ARE NOT ALWAYS MET. ‘INVESTMENT PRIORITIZING IS A MAJOR BOTTLENECK’, SAYS MR.
HANS VAN DER SPEK, CLUSTER MANAGER ENERGY AT FME, THE LARGEST EMPLOYERS’ ORGANIZATION
IN THE TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY IN THE NETHERLANDS. ‘WE NEED TO RELIEVE THE BURDEN OF
INVESTMENT ON ENERGY INITIATIVES.’
‘There is no doubt that businesses in energy-intensive sectors
such as the process industry and agriculture see the need to
reduce energy consumption’, continues Hans van der Spek.
This is illustrated by these industries’ participation in the
Dutch National Agreement on Energy, a joint initiative of
businesses, various government bodies, financers, NGOs and
trade organizations. The agreement sets clear and ambitious
targets for the reduction of energy consumption by 2020.
However, in the Netherlands as elsewhere in the world,
performance is falling behind, despite the availability of the
necessary technology.

2.5-year return on investment
mark. Simply borrowing extra
money isn’t a popular solution
as it negatively impacts
financial ratios. But there are
other solutions and we see it
as our role to promote their
development and to facilitate
connections between
potential partners’.
Partner in financial pilots

Platform for alternatives

Hans Van der Spek: ‘When we surveyed progress on the
agreement, we found that the main bottleneck for energy
reduction and energy efficiency lay in investment prioritizing.
Investment resources are finite and are necessarily spent
largely on business life essentials: the license to operate and
market portfolio. Decisions on further investments, no matter
how useful they are deemed, show a steep drop-off at the
‘There is a strong appetite for sustainable investments in
the financial markets. Energy performance contracting
connects the need with the opportunity, closing the gap
between the technical and financial world, and boosting
the energy efficiency market.’ - Lorenzo Font Navarro,
Energy Consultant and Business Developer at Tebodin,
presenter at the FME Expert meeting.

Hans Van der Spek

With regard to solving the
bottleneck, FME recently organized an expert meeting on new
financial and business models to reduce energy consumption.
Together with 30 top representatives from the technology
industry, financers, energy companies and energy-intensive
industries, knowledge was shared and joint pilots for financing
alternatives initiated. Tebodin was invited to present the
energy performance contracting case which is in operation at
international dairy producer FrieslandCampina.
‘If there is one quality that defines the technology sector it is a
penchant for innovation. I was therefore not surprised to see
some excellent proposals originating from this sector’,
concludes Hans van der Spek. ‘One very promising example is
the principle of performance contracting, whereby solutions
become a service. Costs are incurred not as investment
upfront, but as a cost of services provided.’

i Geoffrey van Elderen, Director Consultancy for North West Europe, g.vanelderen@tebodin.com, +31 88 996 80 90
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Smart solutions for Saudi’s Sadafco
CENTRALIZED STORAGE LOADS AND CLIMATE CONTROL WERE SOME OF THE CHALLENGES FACED
IN THE MULTIDISCIPLINARY DESIGN PROJECT FOR THE SAUDIA DAIRY & FOODSTUFF COMPANY,
SADAFCO. SAUDI’S MARKET LEADER IN UHT MILK AND TOMATO PASTE, REQUIRED A NEW JEDDAHBASED CENTRAL WAREHOUSE AND BAKERY.

The project entailed a multistory heavy
warehouse with a total built up area
exceeding 31,000m2, an industrial
bakery to accommodate four process
lines, and an administration block.
Mr. Roland Hopmans, Project Director
on behalf of Sadafco: ‘As our
warehousing capacity at the existing
factory and regional warehouse
facilities is nearing full capacity, we
were keen to develop a new automated
storage facility to act as the central
distribution center for the whole of
Saudi Arabia. Once fully operational,
our new warehouse facility in the
Industrial City no.1, Jeddah, will have
the storage capacity of 16,000 finished
good pallets - which will operate

24 hours on a volume of 6,000 pallet
movements per day - and 18,000 pallets
of raw and packaging material: Quite a
logistical design challenge’.
Design challenge

‘In addition, we will relocate our
existing bakery to this new facility.
Complementing it fully with new supply
chain offices to manage the logistics
distribution from one central hub.
State-of-the-art automation storage
systems will be utilized to manage
transport unloading and loading
facilities. The project requires a
multi-story pallet storage facility which
provided a design challenge for
Tebodin’s engineers, designing a
mezzanine and other levels with a load
capacity of 4 ton per m2 at a 12 meter
height’, adds Mr. Hopmans.
Researching solutions

Ayman Bakry

Ayman Bakry, Tebodin’s Project
Manager explains the design choices
made: ‘We researched various systems

for the selection of the most suitable
building structure, keeping heavy
storage loads and a reasonable
construction cost in mind. This resulted
in a combination of reinforced
concrete substructure, precast, and a
steel framed superstructure’. Also,
designing the building’s airconditioning system was complex due
to these great volumes and the
building’s height exceeding 20 meters
- elements that were also of major
influence on heat insulation and the
fire fighting system’.
Record time design

The multi-disciplinary design was
performed in a record time of 12 weeks
and included architectural, civil/
structural, electrical, mechanical, fire
safety design and project management.
Tebodin has lead the tendering stage
and currently runs the supervision of
the construction works which started
in May 2017. The facility is expected to
be fully operational before December
2018.

i Haytham El Rez, Country Director Saudi Arabia, haytham.elrez@tebodin.com, +966 12 606 60 40

IN THE PICTURE

Derrick Carter
LNG Specialist Engineer

When I began my career some 25 years ago, liquefied natural
gas (LNG) was used to transport gas from places with
abundant gas supplies to places that needed the gas for
power generation or local gas network. Whilst this business
model still exists today, new LNG markets have emerged. The
one that is of particular interest to me as a Process Engineer
specialised in LNG and Tebodin is the bunkering market.
By January 1, 2020 ships have to reduce the emissions of
sulphur to 0.5% worldwide. There are a number of ways that
ships can comply to these new regulations, but converting a
ship to use LNG as a fuel has many benefits. With this new
demand Tebodin has been involved with the conversion of

traditional LNG terminals to export LNG for fuel and other
purposes. Not taking the success of previous LNG projects
for granted, Tebodin has been proactive and developed its
own Modular LNG Concept. The aim of this concept is to
provide a solution to the problem of fuelling ships with LNG
that run on the inland waterways.
I’m currently seconded to the Gate LNG terminal at the
Maasvlakte in the Netherlands, where I’m providing training
to their operators and helping them increase the reload
capacity of the plant. I also find time in my busy schedule to
manage a team of students working on a Small Scale LNG
bunkering project at Eindhoven University of Technology. ’

